CALL FOR MINISYMPOSIA

Proposals for Minisymposia to take place during the ICIAM 2019 Congress are welcome: delegates willing to organize a Minisymposium are invited to visit the Minisymposia section on the web page.

OLGA TAUSSKY-TODD LECTURE

The International Council for Industrial and Applied Mathematics has selected Professor Françoise Marie Louise Tisseur of the School of Mathematics, University of Manchester, to deliver the Olga Taussky-Todd Lecture at the International Congress on Industrial and Applied Mathematics, ICIAM 2019, in Valencia, Spain.

The Olga Taussky-Todd Lecture is one of the invited lectures at the International Congress on Industrial and Applied Mathematics. This honour is conferred on a "woman who has made outstanding contributions in applied mathematics and/or scientific computation".

If you want to follow the announcements, news and deadlines concerning the ICIAM 2019 congress, please subscribe here to our Newsletter.